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works by 56 artists that span painting, photography, ceramics and
sculpture.
Throughout 2020 artists used their practice to make sense of what was
happening around them. This show celebrates this rich vein of creative
output representing both the psychological and physical artefacts that
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Our director Amy Malin sums up the show – “2020 is a year that will
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take with us into the rest of our lives. The works themselves becoming
relics and mementos of an incredible time in our history.”

Amy Wright
“My humble garden has been enormously important to me
over this year. In defiance to being confined by walls,
gardens have become my refuge and sanctuary. The
persistence of nature and its calm continuity has been
empowering to both my studio practice and mental health.
Hours have been spent with hands deep in soil, nurturing
and bringing life. Its gentle constancy has tethered me to
something tangible.

The work that has emerged from the studio this year is a
nod to the endless bounty that a garden can provide; its
humility and its transformative nature.”

Andy Pye
“For me, this is a time for Love. We can't give love or
receive it without simplifying our lives.

I look back to the simplicity of a hot and empty main
street in central Victoria. A tree stump grows through a
fence. I painted this work on a hot day.

There's plenty an artist can paint when they look at
things, but for me, simplicity is key.”

Anna Gleeson
“My ceramic practice is connected to punk rock: taking
all that’s ugly and unlovable about oneself and putting
it up there for all to see. These vessels hold broken
dreams, failed attempts, incompetence and fakery. It is
my intention that you may also store your own failures
here and grow to see the beauty in them.”

Bec Smith
“Rock Paper Scissors is a humble homage to the
ordinary and the everyday; something we experienced
over and over again during lockdown. Together we
looked at the meaning of life all the while struggling to
maintain the meaning of our lives.

Somehow the very simple, the predictable and even the
mundane keeps us tethered to the earth, to our sanity
and to one another.”

Bettina Willner-Browne
“During the pandemic, photographs taken of the South
Gippsland coastline influenced my practice.

Unable to make these regular trips that inspire and
recharge, photos have helped me reimagine these
moments immersed in the awe-inspiring environment. A
much-needed escape from the urban area I live in.”

Bree Cribbin

“At a time where we are all forced to face uncertainty,
extremes of life’s dualities, new ways of communication,
isolation, and uprises of suppressed issues, it can only
move us in a better direction. It is in the trauma where a
deep connection is made.
These pieces were created to find connection, intimacy,
and tactility in the face of struggle and uncertainty. A
collaboration began with Godriguez from Godtet at the
beginning of Covid where he would send sounds and I
would respond with clay forms. We had never physically
met and we started to form connection and sound. I
became interested in the rhythms - where were they
coming from? Were we responding or expressing? Or were
we channeling the rhythms of being; the rhythms of this
time? Like the time we existed in, it all felt very unclear, so I
surrendered to the sounds and used clay as an instrument
to see what was trying to be said.

A final soundtrack was created for all the clay sculptures as
a collective. QR codes have become a part of daily life in
the pandemic, therefore a QR code has been created for
each sculpture. But instead of leading us to a form to fill
out our personal details for contact tracing, it leads to a
link to hear the final soundtrack for the sculptures,
highlighting themes of digital connection and tying the
work to this current, significant time”

Brigita La
“My pieces for Talismans, Rafts, Mementos capture the
essence of my ‘escape’ from lockdown - the sea. I am
fortunate enough to live near the sea and going there
every day for a walk or a swim was my life raft,
allowing me to open up to a vast horizon, relax and be
inspired.

Due to travel restrictions during lockdown, most of us
were forced to be boxed in our houses. My Seascape
paintings, which invoke a sense of flow, are my little
Talismans of Freedom.”

Bryce Anderson
“Everything flowers in our garden, even the mustard
greens. The bees love them.

We bring the snow pea flowers inside. They have a
sweet scent, one that lingers in the air around you. They
leave as fast they come, dropping down around the
floor. But I save them with a photograph on my phone
and send them to my mother. She loves flowers too.”

Carol Crawford

“Talisman - "an inscribed ring or stone thought to have
magic powers" - my alabaster stone sculptures are imbued
with magical powers in the way they can soothe the soul
with their sensual aesthetic, and also in the way that the
alabaster plays with light affecting its changes of mood.
The sculptures embody love, calmness and femininity something we have all needed so much of, during this
extraordinary year. Being able to hand carve the alabaster
in a slow and meditative way, has kept me sane throughout
2020, it has allowed me to have conversations with myself
and work things out. Being introspective is something that
I’m naturally good at and has proved a fertile ground this
year.
Modern Times have created a ‘coming together’, a ‘raft' of
creative minds, by gathering varied artists, using different
media - connected through our love of aesthetics, design
and all things beautiful to create an outpouring of emotion
in ‘art’ form.
I think it’s important to gather and keep ‘Mementos' from
2020, to see how well we can all adapt, survive and
flourish.
Talismans, Rafts, Mementos at Modern Times is what 2020
is all about!”

Charlotte Swiden
This year I began to visit my home town Malmö more
frequently in my sleep and felt further away than ever,
aching for my family and homeland. But at the same
time, I’ve felt a real kinship with my new country.

As I paint in lockdown: the dreamt-up layers, veiled and
intricate, old memories woven and spun into new ones.”

Colleen Guiney
“I feel quite lucky living down in Port Fairy. During the
first lockdown, I took my teenage son surfing every
afternoon with 50 or so other families. This time spent
out in nature - in the water on our boards - neutralised
our moods and gave us a break from being at home
(where we would all get a bit snappy at times). It’s a
little house; some would consider it a tiny house at just
125m2 and with four of us living here.
With our business forced to close over the two
lockdown periods, life became a lot simpler - family,
food, nature - and I got to spend more time in my
studio making art. There are definitely positive
outcomes to this Covid thing.
It is great to get back on track, to re-open our business
and have more focus in my day.
Close But Not Touching and Corona Cruise were both
created for this exhibition. Blue was a big colour for me
over this period; it feels pure and raw. I hope the
artworks speak to the viewer with a little humour
thrown in.”

Cricket Saleh
“Nothing Only This Studies 1-3 are debris left from the
height of 2020. I had known of them since finishing my
last body of work in 2019 - I had suggestions of them in
my dreams.

Nothing Only This speaks of the inner worlds we make to
remove ourselves from a reality we cannot process. They
are examples of desperately trying to hold the real world
at bay, yet it leaks through the walls of this dream like
space, and permeates it with its unimaginable truths.”

Dave Kulesza
“The Changgwang Health & Recreation Complex Diving
Board was where it all began. This was my first point of
contact into a visual side of North Korea that I wasn’t aware
existed. My attention was drawn and I was intrigued. I
began filtering out all the mainstream military and political
preconceptions and I started digging deeper. It didn’t take
long before I discovered the colour. It was soft, subtle and
in abundance, almost juxtaposed against the country’s
stereotype.

This series is about the design throughout the Capital,
Pyongyang, explored through its architecture and interior
design over three days. There seemed to be a strong North
Korean style which was quite infectious to capture. At
times, it felt like I was walking through a moment before my
time, a surreal time capsule which I would not otherwise be
a part of. At other times, the feeling of walking through a
detailed film set that was so perfectly constructed, it was
hard to believe it existed”

Diana Miller
“A soliloquy is an act of speaking one's thoughts aloud
when by oneself or regardless of any hearers, especially
by a character in a play. During our time in lockdown we
have very much been living each day in repeat, much
like an actor, reciting his lines day after day.”

Ebony Russell
“During lockdown, I began making small hand pinched
vessels. Every morning I would take a ball of clay and
shape it into a pot; a small hand-made meditation to
give me focus and keep me centred. These small vessels
mark the days of uncertainty and hold hopes for the
future.”

Elizabeth Barnett

“Indelibly marking us and literally taking breath away, the bushfires
at the beginning of the year touched and changed everyone in
Australia in more ways than one. The smoke that lay thick across our
state here in Victoria felt like a gloomy reminder of a broken world.
And the pandemic that then swept like another kind of wildfire
across the globe literally forced us to take shelter and rethink our
place on earth. What further wake-up call does nature need to
besiege upon us?

Citrus became a beacon of hope for me in these moments of
darkness, especially as the gloom of winter drew us inwards.

My continued tending of the garden and little arrangements of
nature pulled together thoughtfully into jars within the home
became a more essential activity to anchor our days that rolled into
one another without the markers of social gatherings and special
occasions with extended family and friends.

In my fervent gardening, my observations of seasonal changes
became even more acute. My kids and I pressed flowers in books;
one day, when all of this has passed and we enter again into
another fire season, we will rediscover these mementos and be
reminded that everything is connected and temporary. A reason why
we should savour the seasons and every moment.”

Ella Bendrups
“In a time of restricted movement, I turned inwards and
re-examined primal inspirations and fundamental forms for
my work in Talismans, Rafts, Mementos. Studio resources
were excavated, a discarded bag of sculptural clay
unearthed for its visible aggregate and raw, elemental
texture.

My ongoing reinterpretation of ancient forms led me to this
refined iteration of a bottle shape, the simplicity of its
classical proportions foregrounding the materiality of the
clay.”

Ellie Malin

“In my mind, 2020 was destined to be a big year. Beginning with a
January milestone birthday, this was a time of personal reflection
and goal setting. This was going to be the year I forged a sense of
self, independent from myself as a parent to young children. I’d
reshape my time, focus on all the neglected areas of my life (now that
we’re better rested and sleeping through the night). I’d be present, fill
time with creativity, activity, family, friends, life…
With the announcement of a world-wide pandemic, my attention
quickly pivoted – a word which I came to loath and respect deeply.
‘What matters’ became a daily meditation and ‘chin up’ became an
even more frequent mantra. This year cleared my calendar and also
my attention to what’s important. Any sense of control was pulled
from underneath me and a long list of ‘to do’s’ were swiftly edited to
the very bare necessity; provide security, love and nurture. All these
things are enough.
Keeping life simple and focusing on the small pleasures such as walks
to nowhere and chats with locals on the street. Setting dates and
goals to look forward to also helped ‘frame’ my week.
I also felt a sense of urgency to create and still wanted to live in a
world with art, culture and community. Afternoons and weekends
were dedicated to painting or simply being in the studio mixing
colours, absorbing silence and occasionally resting ungracefully on
the hard studio floors when exhaustion took over. At times I’d cover up
the ghostly silence with music or stand-up comedy. After all, humor is
the best medicine.”

Emily Besser
“This group of works were created through the first
London Lockdown, and finished on the cusp of the
second.
There is no question that my art-making during this
time has served as something of a raft for me. Without
it I’m sure I’d sink, or at least float along much less
effectively.
As a verb, ‘to raft’ is to fasten things together. And
keep on floating. Creating a small collection of works,
and even a group show, is surely such a process.
I rafted myself together to make these works and now
they are joined with all these other wonderful artists’
works to make a mightier raft.
Like many artists, through the process of making art, I
find meaning. These works each contain two things
rafted together, haiku-like. The titles reveal the
moments: the water and its edge, the tree inside
ourselves, and so on.”

Emily Persson
“Solitude is already a word that perfectly describes my
person. I live in South Yarra, in a tiny little house with a
home studio. My ability to work remained but the
disconnection with the landscape sent me spiralling.
With the Botanical Gardens closed and Spring fast
approaching, I understood I wasn’t going to experience
the regrowth of nature; this understanding was not kind
to my heart.

Having more time to ponder the memories of my
favourite places I was able to dissect what it really was
that pulled on my emotions from the beginning - my love
with the natural world.”

Emma Lipscombe
“These paintings form part of my ongoing study of colour,
pattern, space and scale. Grouped and simplified objects
of the everyday, and repeated patterns are the basis of my
work, and the play of various colour forms the soul of my
practice.

Houses in a repeated pattern evoke for me a sense of the
nurturing that our homes, and on the bigger scale the close
community and family, can bring.

I’m so proud of you Melburnians, you did well to get
through your time in lockdown. I hope your homes gave you
solace.”

Georgina Proud
“These works represent quiet moments of stillness in
what has been an incredibly chaotic year. Made during
Melbourne’s stage 4 lockdown, they were thrown in my
backyard when I was unable to access my studio.
Unable to think about firing and glazing, my attention
remained focused on the form of each piece. My small
home studio was a place of refuge from the disarray of
the world, and the loneliness and frustration
experienced through our collective isolation.”

Grace Brown
“My offerings for Talismans, Rafts, Mementos includes
a collection of ceramic dwellings, puzzles and shrines
crafted as a response to the often-dystopian reality
outside.
These pieces act as a snapshot of time during the past
100 days of lockdown in Melbourne, offering a moment
of quiet reflection or the opportunity to imagine
alternative futures in a utopian landscape.”

Hana Vasak
“I am drawn to the organic shape, materiality and
aesthetic properties of the Bivalve Shell Pendant I
discover during my online course of the Ancient wonders
of Egypt, and the way it might translate in the form of
clay.

The pieces After Bivalvia explore this shell through clay,
capturing ideas of two parts joining and coming
together. The pieces themselves come together as small
vessels with embellished decorative lids referencing the
ancient world of Egypt.

They act as a memento of this year, a time I was able to
enjoy slowing down and embrace exploring personal
interests I otherwise would not have found time for. As
my work often takes inspiration from the places I feel
fortunate enough to visit, I have instead been
discovering short courses that have nurtured my
curiosities for travel and provided me with knowledge
and inspiration in new and enriching ways.”

Hannah Nowlan
“For Talismans, Rafts, Mementos, I’ve chosen to explore
a fluid, smoke-like haze that has filled this year with
exterior uncertainty and interior reflection. Casting Sun
and Conch Shell both reference a state of immortality
symbolised by the pattern work of shells. They also
reference how the landscape will always recover and
rebirth, but also how we withdraw and return within for
survival.
The artworks traverse ember washed grounds, skies
and waters peppered with ash. None of us can be
certain what life will look like when this all slips away.
One notion I am sure of is that my connection to
landscape is growing every more poignant. Particularly
when escapism is endlessly placed, just out of reach.
Something I hope to take forward with me is the
importance of shelter. Be that physical, metaphoric or
emotional, it’s what keeps us safe. So long as we have
a ‘place’ to retreat to, we can be one within the largest,
darkest sea and always find moments of light.”

Ingmar Apinis
“In a world where the boundaries between tangible and
virtual reality have begun to blur, I’ve been thinking a lot
about ancient tablets, medieval frescoes, archaeology, and
anthropology. I find myself pondering the types of relics
and artefacts contemporary society will leave behind for
future generations.

In his book, New Dark Age, artist and writer James Bridle
discusses how global warming threatens the servers that
house the internet, and the wi-fi signals we depend on to
access this network. My faux artefacts imagine describing
the internet in a dystopian future to someone who has no
concept of ‘online’ and ‘offline’. How would the Internet be
remembered historically if the network suddenly became
defunct? The physical hardware left behind - our precious
phones and laptops - would give away very little about the
function of the internet and its content.”

Irene Grishin Selzer
“My work has always been a kind of love letter to
nature, however during this year my love for nature
became even more amplified. We spent most of
lockdown caring for elderly family in regional Victoria.
Amidst the uncertainty and attempts to balance
caregiving with the daily challenges of remote work
and schooling, our family was surrounded by the
stability of incredible mountains, endless sky, trees,
rocks, animals and daily discoveries of amazing little
things. We seemed to rally around the magic we found
in daily natural discoveries. The different textures of
lichen, cocoons, moss and fungi and the patterns and
rhythms that changed with the time of day and
weather.

All these colours, textures, simplicities and complexities
of the natural world found their way into these
surfaces of my clay tablets/paintings and this series of
vessels made to hold and honour nature.”

Isobel Rayson
“This series of new works reflects a continued
exploration of mark making as a means to capture and
record a moment of time and place.
During the extended periods of time spent at home and
in the studio as a result of the events of 2020, I often
wandered around the paddocks of our small rural
property outside of Canberra, grateful for this quiet
open space and the escape it offers. I’d return from
these walks with handfuls of small objects – seed pods,
sticks and rocks - carefully selected and added to an
ever-growing collection in my studio.
The rocks act as tools for this series of hammered
woodblocks, repetitively indenting and marking its
surface. When revisiting these works, I am transported
back to the moment of making, often the weather, the
sounds and my frame of mind. As the year draws to a
close, these works will remain a record of this unique
period in time.”

James Lemon
“My initial instinct, of course, was a bit of panic when
things began to get real but I've settled into a lockdown
rhythm through cherishing who and what is around me.
Looking at what I take for granted, the act of nurture
and connecting as my source for well-being.

My passport is an obvious object I took for granted. Its
associations of childlike excitement, freedom,
homesickness and identity led me to a series of
abstract self-portraits.

The series of my dog is a honing in on the experience of
reciprocal nurture and being close to this weird
creature that loves me unconditionally, whilst having
no concerns about the troubling context we're in.”

Jan Vogelpoel
“A subconscious reaction to feeling uncomfortable
during uncertain times has inspired
the experimentation of these peculiar forms - a gang of
ghostly misfits challenging the comfort of our usual
design aesthetic and creating a feeling of awkward
tension.”

Jennifer Tarry-Smith

“This series of linocuts has evolved from a simplification in my everyday life.
During months of upheaval, job losses, insecurity, lock downs and social isolation,
the word ‘soon’ has been said many times: ‘Things will change soon’, ‘I will see you
soon’; ‘a vaccine will be available soon’.
But how long is soon? While waiting for soon to come I found the only way I could
retain my sanity was to imagine where I would like to be when it finely came.

Whilst stuck in my make-do studio (snuggly positioned in-between the ironing
board and vacuum cleaner) I became fixated with making something that was
going to take up a lot of time. An intricate linocut was the answer; the act of
continuously cutting became methodical and helped to structure my day. I found
that the image that formed as lines diverged and blurred into one another was
mesmerising.

The Soon series is inspired by a culmination of impressions made by places
connected with water along the Victorian coastline that I visited regularly
pre-Covid19. Each one attempts to capture the essence of a specific place: the
echo of lapping water slowly fading with the tide around the rust-coloured sea
caves on Phillip Island; the swollen Stratus clouds dissolving into the silvery sea
before a storm at The Bluff lookout in Barwon Heads; the cascading waves
washing away the salty smell of rotting kelp at Point Roadknight.

The series brings a calmness and security and acts as a reminder that the water is
waiting for me beyond the walls of my studio.”

Kasper Raglus
“Over the last few months, a lot of time was spent in
front of the fire on my Mum’s sofa talking about the
state of the world.”

Katarina Wells
“To paraphrase Arundhati Roy: ‘Historically,
pandemics have forced humans to break with the past
and imagine their world anew. This one is no different.
It is a portal, a gateway between one world and the
next.”

Kayleigh Heydon

“These pieces grew from spaces, both physically and mentally challenging, freeing and
introspective. The waves were colossal and the days were unfathomably simple, yet some
felt harder and longer than others. It seemed like such a simple task, to stay apart for a few
months. But we all know it was so much more than that.

This work explores steps on my journey through this period of collective trauma.
Starting off somewhat optimistically, I had Great Expectations for this time. With more
time, what excuse did I have not to achieve wonderful things, paint and explore and dive
into my work? It created an enormous amount of self-pressure, resulting in heightened
anxiety and exhaustion.

I leaned into slower mornings, rituals and more conscious living. I put less pressure on
myself to achieve and more focus on how to keep my body and mind strong and be gentle
with myself. Something I’m not sure I paid such attention to before.

Towards the end, I found myself in a state of Persistent Ambivalence. Our Stage 4 lockdown
felt like eternity. The numbers weren’t decreasing fast enough. I lost energy and enthusiasm
for any kind of freedom, all the while knowing it needed to be done — that we couldn’t
come all this way to let go now. I was exhausted, indifferent and bored. I had checked out.

There are a lot of lessons in these paintings, a lot of pain, growth and love. When a
population goes through something life altering like this you become bonded and
connected in a new way. As things start moving again, I don’t want to forget those lessons
and these paintings serve as a reminder that we got through this together.”

Kirsten Perry
“2020 saw me with more time in my studio after my
day job cut my hours in half. I took this an opportunity
to make more time consuming, larger scale work. I had
made a double sphere vessel but I wanted to try a
triple sphere vessel. This piece includes the dripping
gold and bubbles on the white glaze surface.”

Kubota Fumikazu
“Now, I dance is a celebration of life after lockdown. In
this new painting, I have taken inspiration from sources
as diverse as 1980s video games, 1930s Japanese colour
combinations and the daily Coronavirus press
conferences.
These past few months, I have been painting small
works on my kitchen table, remaining introspective and
sitting through the dark winter days. Now, I dance.”

Liam Haley

“I am interested in the way we identify, produce, comprehend and feel colour: a chromatic
buffet, an irresistible lexicon of colours, a self-indulgent release of expression.
In late February, I fell into a therapeutic daily routine of adding thin, monochromatic, loose
washes of paint to the canvas. I would mix multiple paints together until the desired tone was
received, bringing a unique saturation to each layer. Working mostly on the level ground, I would
have to pick out dust, hair, bugs and all else that would accumulate in the luscious, oily,
pigmented surfaces.
The paintings became luminous vibrant rectangles, monochromatic in complexion, shifting their
appearance with the light over hours, days and seasons. A peculiar relationship developed other
than a painting; a memento of sanity or focus, a place of vital refuge that should be explored.

I hung them up to dry in July as monochromatic paintings with a copious number of layers.
I became fascinated in how contrasting the same colour can be, especially in nature.

The fascination for the observation of colour carried with me out of the studio, into conversation,
into the yard and onto the local streets and my surrounding environment. I became engaged
with a slowed down lifestyle, observations consumed with those little things that are usually
overlooked in a rush; textured tones of the autumnal leaves, native flora, dappled reflections in
puddles, raindrops on windows, the dancing afternoon light on every surface.

After the drying hiatus I applied some considered, thick and textural marks within the same hue.
Considered strokes with a romantic interpretation to the spark of spring and my natural
surroundings. Altering the surface worked as a tool to experience the colours in a different
dimension, highlighting the rawness and variables of a single coloured surface.”

Lilli Waters
“Mementos from the time before the virus. A State of
Disaster both forced and allowed us to see ourselves in
ways never imagined before. Small moments of letting
go, of self-acceptance and accepting the unknown.
Moments on a windswept pink salt lake suddenly not
permitted. These works, mementos, windows into lives
that already seem distant.”

Lucas Wearne
“A Little Triumph is a personal reflection of the
challenges that arise in times of uncertainty. An
expression of the experiences, both good and bad,
that we collect along the way to inform progress. This
piece stands proud as a symbol of resilience and
determination.”

Luciana Smith
“This work, ‘Pick A Colour’, wistfully reflects on nail
salon art that is in the present moment anachronistic, a
relic of time past. This composition recalls the nostalgia
of free, uninhibited, basic human contact and the
meditative nature of these spaces as patrons sit
peacefully in a room together unable to indulge in
anything more than what is happening.”

Lucy Tolan
“I once perceived that I knew what would occur next
week, now I’m certain that every day is in flux. In Flux
are mementos to a change in self, a change in mindset,
a reminder to allow me to evolve organically.

The construction of the vessels reflects this continual
change as I encourage the making process to be as
fluid as possible so that a vessel takes on a life of its
own.

I work in a repetitive rhythm that requires me to focus
on one tile at a time, the slabs lean and contort as I
layer them upon one another and the form changes
with every new segment. If I set boundaries with a
narrow vision of the finished vessel I miss the
opportunity for intricate details that occur as the object
evolves. I encourage the form by following the process
I’ve developed without total control - the maker's hand
is subtle but present.”

Madeleine Thornton-Smith
“The process of casting cannot be separated from
memory: mould making casts a moment in time,
creating an index of that object, like a film
photograph. Casting also challenges the material
value of archetypal forms such as canvases and
vessels, and commonplace studio materials such as
paint, polystyrene, expanding foam and concrete.
Mementos of a world in flux.”

Margaret Voterakis
“These works were inspired as a result of viewing a
sculpture by Walter de Maria, which is installed on the
art island of Naoshima.

Viewing reflections in these huge granite spheres,
which seemed infused with an unworldly aura, was like
being drawn into another dimension. An alternate
universe, identical to ours, but a world from which we
are separated by the thinnest of membranes, and yet it
is impenetrable. Or, is it, and could we actually exist in
both realities?”

Morgana Celeste
“This series concentrates on the sense of waiting in
lockdown - something I'm sure most people in
Melbourne have felt.

It reminded me of being a kid where life was spliced up
and spent both holding out for special moments like
birthday parties or holidays that felt very far away,
and living deeply and intensely in the micro-present,
fervently admiring treasures and keepsakes or getting
totally absorbed by something in the garden. They are
memories from a time where the tandem existence of
waiting and hoping for the exciting future but still living
minute by minute was completely normal.

In 2020, this has never felt harder for me to do. So,
these pieces are reminders to practice finding a
sweetness in yearning and enjoying those things twice
as much for having waited so long for them to arrive.”

Rachel Farlow
“As I forage through my overgrown garden bed, I let my
senses take a hold of any distractions and focus on the
present.
Often, I am at ease when in the presence of colour, I
squint my eyes to understand more and let the
undefined shapes dance before me. There are no
irrelevant thoughts here, no distractions, just letting
things go.”

Ria Green
“My work explores the resonance and effect of the
environment on the spiritual, emotional and physical
self.
These painted works look at how representation and
abstraction expresses place and time during a
particularly challenging period of isolation during
Melbourne’s lockdown.”

Ro Noonan
“These works slip from pleasing to grotesque as quickly
and as often as my mood changed while making them.
2020, the year that is never-ending and simultaneously
flying by. A process of making that is both fast and slow,
considered and impulsive. Paintings and sculpture,
festering and personal growth. It’s one and both and
sometimes something else altogether.”

Sarah Kelk
“My work for Talismans, Rafts, Mementos is an
extension of my solo show Everyday Ephemera, which I
created entirely during the seemingly endless months of
lockdown in Melbourne. I began by reaching out to
what was around me in my studio, focusing on one wall
in my studio, which is covered entirely in postcards,
photos, paint swatches, sketches, found objects –
mementos which have been collected and curated from
decades of gathering. Pops of colour, strong lines,
moody hues, and landscape photos from favourite
spots. Within these works, you'll find endless references
to architecture, nature and light amongst dense layers
of colour.

I'm fascinated by the history and associations from this
array of ‘life samples’ collected specifically by me, for
me and I love how these ideas continually play a role in
my history and narrative as a painter.”

Saxon Quinn
“This year, each week has felt like a repeat of the last,
each conversation having similar substance and
undertones. I found myself looking for the light at the
end of the tunnel but also feeling very unsure of when
that light would actually shine through.

Having the ability to continue to paint through this time
has been an excitement that has returned each week
when I was able to enter the studio.”

Sean McDowell

“For Talismans, Rafts, Mementos, I have included two new
artworks created during the first lockdown earlier this
year. This period of isolation resulted in me exploring new
materials and directions within my work, as I began to
introduce bits of debris and other elements from my studio
such as dyed paper towel, pieces of foam and plastic from
a disused painting tool.

The artworks Wrap l and Wrap ll have been created using
a combination of oil, synthetic polymer paint, paper towel,
foam and plastic on canvas, and are framed in steel.

I was interested in staining and dying the material, as well
as incorporating highly textured areas that made the
works more layered and three-dimensional. At the time, I
was also fascinated with the initial response that many
people had to the lockdown, particularly those who began
stockpiling and hoarding stacks of toilet paper and paper
towel.

By trialling and drawing on these materials, the artworks
look at how the value of seemingly low-brow materials has
been emphasised during the Covid-19 pandemic.”

Silvi Glattauer
“The creation of this work pendulates between Australia
and Argentina and back to Australia.
The blank book pages were eco printed using local
eucalyptus bush elements from St Andrews, Victoria. They
then made the journey to Argentina where they were
overprinted using photolithography with images from the
La Puna region of North West Argentina. The unbound
book journeyed back to Australia and continued to evolve
with additional contextual layering.
The crafting and physical mileage journey of these book
pages is integral to the conceptual idea. I was born in
Argentina, so as a migrant artist living in Australia, the
landscape, vegetation, and environmental elements
become a metaphor for the duality of belonging in two
countries.
More relevant than ever because of travel restrictions due
to Covid19, these pages now represent a memento, a
memory and a longing to return.
I am Here but also There.”

Skye Jefferys
“The work created for Talismans, Rafts, Mementos is a
highly autobiographical series of paintings, exploring the
unprecedented circumstances we, as unique humans and
as Melbournians, endured during 2020.

After a two-year hiatus from exhibiting, these new works
are more spontaneous and organic than my previous
work. Intentionally less colourful, loose and layered, the
artworks are an unfolding of truth and a revealing of
vulnerability. Paint is applied with a thin wash in parts,
dry brushing layered over thick paint, flicks, scrapes and
solid blocks all interact like a conversation, a dance.

The ideas I am exploring are always consistent; relating,
connection and human interaction. But with this work, I
have allowed myself more vulnerability and rawness in
the application of paint. There is a synchronicity between
who I am and what I am making, between my evolution
as a human and how my artwork reveals itself.”

Stacey Rees
“This small series marks a year which has been
tumultuous to say the least, but it also reflects on the
way in which I have tackled the uncertainty.

It's an acknowledgement to the simple things in life gratitude for what we have and optimism for the future.
It’s about shedding layers, washing away unnecessary
worries to reveal an uncomplicated, honest
interpretation of the person I have become out of all
this.”

Taj Alexander
“These new works have developed as a means to reach
beyond the limits of my confined space and enter into
the sublime. The raft as a vessel is a symbol of survival
that carries the passenger across a body of water,
often through uncertainty, to arrive at safer shores. In
this way, the raft embodies freedom, escape and
choice. All are qualities and experiences, which have
been dramatically compromised during our
confinement.

The artworks are rafts of my own making, fashioned
out of necessity. They are both a doorway and a vessel.
Sacred portals to a promise of the infinite. They are a
memento of my own journey to find space and freedom
through these difficult times. Representing a universal
desire to transcend, the artwork allows access to
spiritual and emotional knowledge, ordinarily earned
through intimacy with our community and
environment.”

Tanika Jellis
“I wanted to create a sculptural vessel that would hold
light, specifically the dim glow of a candle. I envisioned
the act of lighting a candle to be a reminder of slower
times. To take you back and evoke a sense of calm and
space. A place to contemplate and reflect.”

Tessy King
“These works were made during and just prior to
lockdown in Victoria. Making in my home studio
allowed me to stay connected to a sense of my
‘normal’ while really allowing for celebration of what it
means to spend so much time at home.
These sculptures are based loosely on domestic objects
that I have found to be enriching during this time; they
are mementos of daily life.”

Zachary Frankel
“The piece encourages you to explore it, your eyes and
hands travelling around and underneath it. It lies
horizontally, self-supported and has a strong but light
connection with the ground.”
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